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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students were required to choose a character from a list of short stories. They were given a small paper bag and four squares of paper. On each square, the students 
were required to draw a symbol that represented the character. On the back of the paper, students had to provide an explanation for the symbol and discuss how it 
represents the character. The students placed their representations in the bag to make a "character in a bag." I collected the bags and randomly chose a few. I 

Rational Tool 1

This activity allowed the students to explain some of the main characteristics of the short story characters in a nontraditional manner. It also required them to 
consider which character traits best represented the characters visually and verbally.

Improve Tool 1

I could use this strategy without the bag, but overall the students seemed to enjoy the activity and they presented some interesting representations and 
explanations for the symbols they chose.

Description Tool 2

Students were given a blank T-chart and asked to compare and contrast the way two characters from a play dealt with the issue of responsibility. The students were 
then asked to develop an organized plan (outline, idea map, tree diagram) they could use if 

Rational Tool 2

This strategy incorporated the need for students to identify the importance of the theme and distinguish between the way two different characters demonstrate 
this theme. They then practice organizing their thoughts as they would in preparation for writing

Improve Tool 2

If used again, I would allow the students to choose a particular theme instead of limiting their choice. It would allow more variety and individual expression.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

The students viewed a film version of a selected reading for the course. They were then required to develop a brief essay discussing the way modern interpretations 
influenced the film version and how these differences changed their perception of the reading.

Rational Tool 1

Students were given the opportunity to see a different perspective and a visual representation of the literary work. They could then use their observations to 
determine how the different perspective contributed to the applicability of the work to contemporary thought.

Improve Tool 1

This strategy seemed appropriate and effective. The students enjoyed pointing out the differences between the way they read the work and the way it was adapted 
for film.

Description Tool 2

In order to help the students interpret an allegory, we read the description aloud in class. The students then worked as a group to provide specific instructions as I 
drew the setting, characters, and other elements involved on the board. The students wer

Rational Tool 2

The students had to use their critical thinking skills to visualize and verbalize the instructions. They then used analytical skills to develop their own interpretations of 
the allegory when they wrote an explanation.

Improve Tool 2

I would have the students draw their own interpretation prior to conducting this activity. We could then compare their perspectives from the beginning of the 
discussion to the end.
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Department

Art

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

In a dropbox assignment, students were asked to visit the web sites for MOMA and the MET. While in these virtual museums they were asked to find art works they 
would like to acquire as a collector. They then turned in a copied image of the work, along with title, artist, date, and medium and explain why they felt the item 
would be an investment. If they thought that the art work was a reflection of our social economic state and if they felt like the art work would be historically 

Rational Tool 1

The idea was to get students actively engaged in looking at art on the internet as well as understanding the function of the museum in society.

Improve Tool 1

I felt that most students benefitted from this assignment. They got a sense of why some art work has a higher value placed on it as opposed to other works. It 
helped explain the purpose of museums and exposed them to a wider variety of artists and artwork

Description Tool 2

As a review for an exam, we played a version of jeapordy. Students competed with one another in small groups to see who could get the most questions correct.

Rational Tool 2

This was an interactive exercise that got students actively involved.

Improve Tool 2

The students seemed to enjoy themselves and performed better on the exam.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Student Engagement Groups. Assign short story readings. Write stories/main characters on board. Have students sign up for group to discuss character's main trait 
and find specific passages to prove. Each group elects a spokesperson or spokespeople. As groups share, I add information for the class. Everyone takes notes during 
the group and class sharing to prepare for the writing assignment. After all stories discussed over several classes, I write all the characters on the left side of the 

Rational Tool 1

This activity engages students visually and verbally. It also allows them to actively participate with classmates and the text. It is also sequential.

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to do this activity and add using different colored markers for compare and contrast to differeniate and for more visual learning since that is usually 
the dominant trait in most classes. Students learn greatly from each other and pivot of

Description Tool 2

Students prepare to write an analysis of a film character after they have written about a drama character and compare/contrast of short story characters. Since it is 
a film paper, they are required to use film terms and also analyze the character's first 

Rational Tool 2

This activity is visual, active, sequential, and engaging. It prepares the students for what they will be doing with the film they select. It is also very different from 
what we usually do, so it is fun while also being educational.

Improve Tool 2

I have been using Jack Sparrow from the first Pirates movie and sometimes Harry Potter from the first film. I may need to select more current movies like The Blind 
Side to relate more to the students.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

To engage students more and to develop the course outcome of their seeing how World Literature impacts our society, I have them look for modern "sightings" of 
the literature in movies, books, TV shows, music, video games, comic strips, and more. I give them a point extra credit for each sighting up to 2 points. I show them a 
PowerPoint of modern sightings such as Modernism in pop culture like T. S. Eliot's poetry which was developed into the musical CATS. I also show them a clip from 

Rational Tool 1

This activity is very visual and also auditory. The students see characters on screen read and discuss the poem we have read. They discuss its significance in the film 
and relation to the plot. It helps them see the timelessness of the works we study and their relevance for today.

Improve Tool 1

Almost every student in the class of 24 has found at least one sighting. Over half have found 2. They share these at the beginning of each class. This engages each 
student to be vigilant to find the sightings of literature in hir or her everyday life. Whe

Description Tool 2

Students present an individual or small group PowerPoint presentation on a major author we have studied during the semester or a modern author who has 
signficantly impacted the world. They find images of the person throughout his or her life. They note in

Rational Tool 2

Indivudally, students learn more about an author and then can visually share the information with the class with images, words, and even sounds.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to do this activity to engage students with authors. After reading a work like Frederick Douglass' Life of an American Slave, they become passionate 
about finding more about an inspirational writer who endured slavery and became an orator,
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students sign up as groups to present a specific circle of Dante's Inferno. Each member must be actively involved in the process and presenation. They show the 
circle and sinners with passages from Dante and visuals that enhance our understanding of the circle. They analyze the eternal punishment and why it is appropriate. 
They add relevant music and get bonus points for extras like dressing a certain way and providing relevant "treats" for the class. As Dante does, they also add 

Rational Tool 1

This activity engages the groups to study the work and prepare a PowerPoint that investigates, analyzes, and relates the circle to the class. They are working 
sequentially on each slide and task. They include written, visual, and auditory elements to their presentations. It is hands-on. They gain deeper understanding of 
their chosen circle and then share their discoveries and research with the class who also gains greater knowledge of this classic work. They enjoy making it relevant 

Improve Tool 1

I will continue this activity. It works well for both on-ground classes and dual enrollment. This semester, students did an excellent job of exploring Dante's text. They 
are so technically-advance, one group did a movie version with voiceovers from each m

Description Tool 2

Show the students how Shakespeare's Hamlet impacts modern culture.

Rational Tool 2

I ask the students to find modern "sightings" of Hamlet (or Shakespeare) in pop culture like films, TV shows, music, video games, youtube, and more. They become 
actively engageed in watching for these sightings for up to 2 points extra credit. I show them

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this activity to engage students. It helps them see the power of Shakespeare's words and how he permeates our culture. After becoming aware 
of how these references are all around them, they will always be aware of Shakespeare and Ha
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Department

Philosophy

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I showed a video to illustrate some of the issues raised in the treatment of animals.

Rational Tool 1

A majority of the students tested as VIS (visual).

Improve Tool 1

I think showing videos helps put "flesh" on the issues in this class, which is issues-based. I would show this again.

Description Tool 2

I divided the class in half and held a debate on euthanasia. Students on each side were given either the pro or con position.

Rational Tool 2

Many of the students tested as ACT (active).

Improve Tool 2

In-class debates encourage everyone to be actively involved. I will do this the same way in the future.
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Department

Humanities

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Use of projector to reenforce in-class learning activities.

Rational Tool 1

A significant number of students in the class are visual learners.

Improve Tool 1

Since students clearly appreciate the added visual stimulation, will seek ways to increase use of the projector.

Description Tool 2

Use of YouTube videos

Rational Tool 2

Students with all learning types enjoy the variety and originality of the YouTube videos. They can be effective in introducing new concepts, reenforcing concepts we 
have already introduced, and reteaching.

Improve Tool 2

Because YouTube is clearly effective, I will invest time in increasing my library of effective videos.
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Department

Speech Communication

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

PERMITTING PUPILS TO WORK TOGETHER IN GROUPS

Rational Tool 1

TO ORIENT PUPILS ABOUT THE NECESSITY OF GROUP ERGONOMICS

Improve Tool 1

PERMIT STUDENTS MORE INDIVIDUALITY IN ASSESSING DIRECTIVES OF THE COURSE AND IN UTILIZING THEM

Description Tool 2

GIVING MORE TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL TUTORING

Rational Tool 2

IN ORDER TO ASSESS BETTER IMPROVEMENT MODES IN PARTICULAR PUPILS HAVING SINGULAR PROBLEMS

Improve Tool 2

GIVING MORE TIME TO SUCH INDIVIDUALIZED PURPOSES, EVEN WITH CLASS EXPANSION IN NUMBER
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Department

Theatre

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students will select and play, and as a group prepare the selection for production. Students will select director, producer, costume, scene, and make-up designers for 
the play. Each group member must select an acting role for which to "prepare." Director must create and justify a vision for the show and then collaborate with 
other group members to create white models or sketches of set, costume designs/swatches. Producers must create budget for show and work with director to carry 

Rational Tool 1

More than half of my students are active and sequential learners. This exercise will provide "hands on" experience on what it is like to collaborate with other 
theatrical artists in order to put up a production. Students will work through series of steps to create production (on paper) and present.

Improve Tool 1

TBA

Description Tool 2

Students will watch "Streetcar Named Desire" and identify themes and metaphors.

Rational Tool 2

85% of my students are visual learners. Seeing the production...instead of just reading it...will allow them to identify visual metaphors and maintain attention.

Improve Tool 2

TBA
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Department

Philosophy

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

We watched the documentary "Wheel of Time" by Werner Herzog in order to get a better feel for what the practice of Tibetan Buddhism is actually like.

Rational Tool 1

This video seemed to incorporate both auditory and visual learners, as the documentary commentary was accompanied by a rich visual experience of various 
practices and especially the mendalas.

Improve Tool 1

I could try to allow more time for tactile learners to try some of the practices seen in the video, or assign a project whereupon they had to try some of the practices 
and report the results.

Description Tool 2

Group presentations on a religion of their choosing.

Rational Tool 2

This not only gives experience in public speaking, but also allows for all types of learners to become involved in different levels of the project, as they were allowed 
to mix genres of presentation, i.e. they could use audio, video, or tactile props duri

Improve Tool 2

Allow for a slight movement of location, if there were better locations on campus for some presentations. For instance, the presentation on Druidism might have 
been more aptly done outside on the lawn or near the fountain. Unfortunately, it was dark durin
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students were required to choose an assortment of photographs or pictures were taken from various magazines. The students were then required to develop their 
own advertisement by using the picture as the basis for their argument. They then had the option of explaining their advertisement by answering a list of questions 
regarding their strategy, or they could create a visual representation.

Rational Tool 1

Most of the students were visual or active learners. This activity appeals to those who learn through representation and actively being involved in the process. 
Students who are intuitive or verbal learners can complete the activity by answering the list of questions.

Improve Tool 1

I will use this strategy again because the students enjoyed having the option of being creative and they learned how to use their persuasive skills to develop their 
advertisements.

Description Tool 2

In order to assist students with learning how to comment on their peers' papers, all of the students were given a copy of a sample argumentative essay. Using the 
overhead, I showed the students how to correct the first paragraph. They followed along and m

Rational Tool 2

This activity appealed to a variety of learners because it provided the students with an example, they were actively involved in the drafting and editing process, and 
they learned the appropriate way to make comments on another student's paper.

Improve Tool 2

I will use this strategy again. I might also consider placing the students into small groups after they have edited the paper as individuals. They could then develop a 
group draft based on a collaboration of their changes and corrections, and they could p
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Prior to a class session containing 21 students, the instructor used a guillotine paper cutter to fabricate 21 strips of red-colored cellophane about 1" wide and 12" 
long. An equal number of yellow, blue, and green cellophane strips of the same width and length were also fabricated. When students arrived for class, they were 
told that they were to use teacher-provided markers to write titles--one per strip-- of the major literary movements (or periods) atop the strip. After having marked 

Rational Tool 1

Many students seem to believe that literary periods face "midnight" death and birth sequences. The cellophane strip activity shows that during periods of transition, 
remnants of the "old" philosophy may linger to dilute / discolor / alter the impact of the "new" philosophy until well after the first of the "new" style has debuted. 
Similarly, the "new" color may affect the old. This activity was planned to show this class's visual learners that transitions from old to new sometimes offer examples 

Improve Tool 1

In addition to having students write the "movement" on the cellophane, I should also have them write the publication date of the "first of its movement" and also 
the date of the "last hurrah" of the old style. If both are available, the distance of the "o

Description Tool 2

Author / title / period "rap" After reaching the midpoint in the semester and having studied several different works and authors, students were asked to form groups 
to create a hip-hop or "rap" song or skit in which as many authors, periods, and titles co

Rational Tool 2

This activity was selected so that sequential learners could glory in creating sequence strings in a creative way. Performers and audience members would undergo a 
barrage of sensory learning activities.

Improve Tool 2

Class size and time available seemed to suggest that each performing group should consist of four individuals. I believe that students who do NOT like "group work" 
were not comfortable in performing in this way, and if I do this again, I would permit "sol
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Department

Developmental Writing

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Class instructor creates and gives students a topic outline for an essay he or she wishes students to write. Students spend class time creating the essay from that 
outline.

Rational Tool 1

Many DSPW students in these two sections tested as sequential learners. Despite many verbal lectures regarding the need for paragraph development, students 
continually submitted paragraphs which did not meet development standards. Students appeared unaware of the ways to create stronger paragraphs until a 
"skeleton" outline was distributed to them and they were to create the essay from this skeleton.

Improve Tool 1

This was a highly successful strategy for its purpose. Students' verbal comments regarding this exercise were very positive, and self-created paragraphs after the 
exercise showed improvement in content and development. Improvement will involve instituting

Description Tool 2

The instructor used colored highlighter markers to indicate relative significance of errors on essays.

Rational Tool 2

This essay marking style seemed to work effectively with visual learners in previous Composition I classes, and because visual learners were in abundance in these 
0800 sections, I adopted it for these classes too. The process is relatively simple--"minor"

Improve Tool 2

I tend to use whatever highlighters happen to be in my reach at the time of my grading; greater consistency in the color use might make students more cognizant of 
the issue at hand--i.e yellow is a sentence or word level error of significance while pink i
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Department

Developmental Reading

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students in my reading classes often participate in group activities in which they are assigned a competency such as inferences, context clues, etc. and are required 
to tutor each other in order to master the concept and complete assignments.

Rational Tool 1

I firmly believe one learns more effectively by teaching.

Improve Tool 1

I will make a greater effort to implement group activities more often as this activity is highly successful.

Description Tool 2

Students prepare for vocabulary tests by preparing flash cards and quizzing each other before the test is distributed.

Rational Tool 2

Developmental students struggle with study skills. Too often, they fail vocabulary tests because they simply do not know how to study for them. This activity can be 
used for all classes as an effective study skill.

Improve Tool 2

I plan encorporate flash cards and outlining as effective study techniques; the outlining will be an extension of the use of flash cards to aid in student retention of 
information.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Theoretically, both tactile and sequential learners will respond positively to sentence construction exercises via adaptation of â€œmagnetic word tile play.â€� This 
involves teams of students at their desks constructing sentences from strips of paper with identical sets of words typed on them. The instructor must be certain to 
have included a variety of parts of speech in the mix, and that students get the same word list. Listed on a prompt sheet are 25-40 words which also appear on small 

Rational Tool 1

Most of my students were visual learners; this was an exercise for two minority styles appearing in the class.

Improve Tool 1

A negative issue with this tactic involved the use of paper stripsâ€”spills cause messes. Alternatives that would work better include: (1). the â€œmagnetic word 
tilesâ€� commercially available (use a sheet of paper covering an old cookie tin for the magne

Description Tool 2

The apparent success of using colored highlighting in addition to marking errors via the English Departmentâ€™s numerical coding system prompted me to begin 
marking large-scale organizational errors in a third color. During the previous semester, I marked

Rational Tool 2

This exercise was chosen because of positive student feedback received from my two color scheme and again, because visual learners formed a significant majority 
of students within this section.

Improve Tool 2

Because essays can become so color-coded that they become meaningless, I plan no further expansion of the process. I will, however, continue the highlighting 
procedure to help students visualize the type, quantity, and degree of errors found on the essay
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

"That Is So Wrong" -- taking an incorrect sentence or works cited entry and having students make the corrections necessary.

Rational Tool 1

It is a way of spending a little time on mechanics and grammar without giving too much class time to it--but rather focusing class time on writing essays persuasively.

Improve Tool 1

Add more MLA issues to the process. This is a confusing system to students, and any practice would be helpful to them.

Description Tool 2

Fallacious Reasoning Assignment -- going over, in a humorous way, the idea of fallacies in argumentative and persuasive situations.

Rational Tool 2

If I can make students laugh at false arguments, maybe they will recognize and avoid them in their own essays.

Improve Tool 2

I would give more time in class to talk about where in daily life these fallacies may turn up (advertisement, political campaigns, etc.)
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Department

Humanities

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I provided the students with notes and examples for each chapter and essay assignment.

Rational Tool 1

Some students focus on comprehension of the material during class and fail to take proper notes of the important information. I believe the students benefitted 
from having prepared notes as a study guide. This class, for most of the students, is an introduction to essay writing. I found that it helped them tremendously to see 
examples of the different types of essays that were assigned. I used these examples to point out the differences between the assignments and also to demonstrate 

Improve Tool 1

I would like to incorporate group activities. I think that pairing stronger students with weaker students in certain class projects could encourage a type of 
â€œmentoringâ€� situation that would be beneficial to the ones who are struggling.

Description Tool 2

I used Illustrations and â€œacting outâ€� techniques for certain grammar lessons. I was able to take some concepts and translate them by drawing pictures or 
physically going through the motions to demonstrate.

Rational Tool 2

Some of the students have a hard time grasping the rules of grammar when they are just verbally explained. I found that most everyone in the class could 
understand the difficult rules if they were explained in more visual ways.

Improve Tool 2

I would like to incorporate visual games to make learning these grammar rules a little more fun and engaging for the students.
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Department

Developmental Writing

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Watching a section of a movie to use all senses to pick out the descriptive tools use to make the movie intereesting. This is to prepare for writing a descriptive paper. 
The section will be viewed twice and the students will add any information missed in the first viewing.

Rational Tool 1

This allows all students to use their senses to determine how descriptive words, sounds, and scenery are used to draw the viewer into the movie. This will help the 
student when they write a descriptive paper. The mission is to show how important descriptive words can be in a paper to hold your reader's attention.

Improve Tool 1

Students will watch the second viewing the next class so they will have time to forget what they saw. This will allow them to observe how much they missed upon 
first viewing of the film. This exercise is to make them aware of the writer's role in drawing 

Description Tool 2

The class will divided into groups of two to three students. Each group will do a brainstorming, rough draft, and a final paper. Each member will have their own 
copies and participate in the writing exercise. Each student will correct the errors after gra

Rational Tool 2

It allows for peer tuitoring and help from fellow students. Some students respond to peer better than to the instructor. It is less threating. It allows for errors and 
help immediately.

Improve Tool 2

Allow more time in class to work longer on this assignment.
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Department

Humanities

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Use of Projector to allow the class to see material as we work through it in class.

Rational Tool 1

A significant number of students in these classes are visually oriented.

Improve Tool 1

Since the projection system allows such variety and flexibility, will increase its use in the class, thinking of innovative, creative ways to project at least one 
component of each activity.

Description Tool 2

Use of YouTube

Rational Tool 2

All learning types enjoy the variety and originality of YouTube. These videos can introduce new concepts, reenforce what has been taught and serve as an effective 
method for reteaching.

Improve Tool 2

I will spend time increasing my library of effective YouTube videos.
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Department

Speech Communication

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Tool designed for Verbal Learner. At the beginning of the semester the class is divided into grougs consisting of 5 students. These 5 will work together to give a 
group presentation speech and then stay together as a unit to evaluate each other on each of their individual subsequent speeches.

Rational Tool 1

Verbal Learners get their information input primarily through written and spoken means. Working wiyhin a group to give the group speech, each has tohelp 
develope an overallplanfor the group topic. The choice of a topic and its subsequent divisions is the process of verbal interaction. After the group speech is 
presented for the semester and attention shifts to individual presentations, the group is maintained to evaluate one another on their individual presentation. When 

Improve Tool 1

I think that I would like to incorporate a pre speech verbal interaction. As a group listen to what the topic of each speaker is going to be and its justification. Let the 
group members discuss the topic choice and its merits.

Description Tool 2

Tool designed for Visual Learners. At the start of the semester there is a lecture devoted to visually presenting information to the students on conditions, situations, 
and/or processes that are going on in the world This is done utilizing D.V.Ds, picture

Rational Tool 2

Visual Learners like to see proof of a situation or condition. Visual means validity whereas Verbal may be considered "hearsay". Visual provides a type of tangible 
proof of the fact. It is viewed as more solid than words alone.

Improve Tool 2

Next semester I would like to try an experiment where a visual is given with no verbal clarification to determine and illustrate the fact that visuals alone need to be 
explained or clarified to verify the true meaning of the visual.
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Department

Developmental Reading

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Vocabulary Workbook. Each Unit has five chapters. The students must complete the workbook and test over each individual chapter. Before the Unit test we do an 
old fashiion spelling bee. The last three students standing receive ten extra credit points. The students enjoy this simple way to learn to spell the vocabulary words. ( 
Some of the students that do not do the greatest on the written test are the best oral spellers).

Rational Tool 1

As the results show, this allows some of the students to excel in a different mode to gain points. They seem to enjoy it because of many reasons. One of the main 
reasons is they associate it with grmmar school; they feel it is simple.

Improve Tool 1

Nothing. It works great, and the results show it targets other learning modes.

Description Tool 2

The students must pick a novel from my author's list. They have all semester to read it. At the end of the semester, each student will do a short written and oral 
critique of the book for their classmates.

Rational Tool 2

Getting reading students to read for fun is one of my goals. This activity hopefully will help them to see reading is fun, and it helps develop reading and writing skills.

Improve Tool 2

Nothing. I have had success with this activity, and students have expressed how much different it is to read a book and watch the same movie. They seem to enjoy it 
because it allows them to get more of the story. Many students in folllowing semesters have
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Department

Music

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I began using powerpoint demonstrations that are linked to the listening guides and songs that we use in class.

Rational Tool 1

The visual aid of having the guides linked to pictures and charts of information can guide the students as they listen to music that is mostly unfamiliar to them.

Improve Tool 1

The powerpoints are somewhat unappealing visually. They can be "jazzed up" with more colors and video clips.

Description Tool 2

I made use of a set of projects that gave the students the abiltity to select material that interested them.

Rational Tool 2

By allowing the students to supplement our regular material with other subjects that interested them, they would be more engaged and have more interest in the 
subject.

Improve Tool 2

The projects were unequal in the amount of time they required...adjustments need to be made to equal out the work on each one.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students complete the following exercise: Imagine that you are employed at a bank in the home mortgage department. Currently the bank is involved in a very 
profitable highway construction deal that requires the relocation of some homeowners. Write the following two letters. 1) Write a letter to a dear, sweet old lady, 
your aunt or grandmother perhaps, informing her that her home is in the way of progress and must be destroyed. In the letter, use language that addresses the 

Rational Tool 1

Role-playing allows students to see their audience, which gives them more ideas for explanation, examples, and illustration. This allows the students to actively 
participate in a situation that resembles real life. We spend time talking about who the lady is, what she looks like, and even how she talks so that students can 
visualize her.

Improve Tool 1

It would be great for students to collectively create a character analysis of both the bank employee and the elderly woman. Drawing a picture of the woman would 
be fantastic for visual learners.

Description Tool 2

After completing the letters in Teaching Tool 1, students complete the following exercise: â€¢ Now, you are the elderly lady in Homework 6A. You have just received 
the second letter (that you wrote in Homework 6A) from an employee in the home mortgage dep

Rational Tool 2

Perspective is often lost on students. To help them understand why they must clearly explain their logic and reasoning, it is useful for them to "walk in another 
person's shoes." This letter is a complete reversal of their previous perspective.

Improve Tool 2

Again, group work would be useful here. Given time, students could brainstorm in small groups about reasons the elderly woman will give the bank employee.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students have randomly drawn topics for a research paper. They must submit two separate postings regarding that topic to a discussion board. Posting One: Tell 
everyone in the class what your topic is and how you think you will approach it in this paper. You should provide at least two well-developed paragraphs. Posting 
Two: Respond to one posting by another student who discusses his or her topic in a new posting. Make sure you let everyone know which topic you are talking 

Rational Tool 1

Often students overlook the benefit of talking to others in the class. This exercise encourages discussion amongst themselves, which helps verbal learners as well as 
sequential learners who sometimes have a hard time breaking down a topic that is given to them.

Improve Tool 1

No improvement necessary here, except to find additional opportunities for students to discuss prior to writing.

Description Tool 2

Students are assigned two articles regarding the pros and cons of fairy tales. Then they must write an essay about fairy tales in society. To get started, they complete 
this exercise: In two or three paragraphs of 300 words (total), answer each of the fol

Rational Tool 2

For the global and sequential learners, it is helpful to review forgotten fairy tales. I bring in large story time books with colorful pictures for visual learners. Active 
learners, as well as reflective learners enjoy talking and listening to childhood m

Improve Tool 2

Nothing to improve here. This exercise takes on a life of its own.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I have a link to a website that has a firsthand explanation of what a ball turret looks like and what it was like to be a ball turret gunner from â€œHalf a Wing, Three 
Engines and a Prayer, B-17s over Germanyâ€� by Brian D. O'Neill. I have students read the poem, â€œDeath of a Ball Turret Gunnerâ€� by Randall Jarrell, which is 
also on the site. We study this as a group in class, and then go through the poem line by line for a literal interpretation of it that can be closely linked to 

Rational Tool 1

Students often feel removed from poetry or that it is hard to grasp. This provides visual and personal clarity for them as they read through the poem.

Improve Tool 1

More pictures!

Description Tool 2

Students read assigned plays then work on this discussion board assignment: Choose one of the plays from our list. Imagine you are in this play. Answer the 
following questions in at least one complete paragraph. Try to get your classmates interested in yo

Rational Tool 2

The play needs to become real for students. They can see emotions when they try them out, and they can begin to understand the importance of facial expressions 
and gestures. This assignment specifically targets visual and active learners.

Improve Tool 2

Acting out a scene would be useful if time permits.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I show students a Museum site with an e-tour of facets of Medieval life and encourage them to browse through looking for examples of things mentioned in the 
selections we are reading. We show these examples to each other in a large group discussion. Using the SmartBoard, I follow where the students point on the site, 
and we talk about what they find together.

Rational Tool 1

A lot of the language of our selections can be difficult to understand because of time, culture, and translation, and seeing a picture can really help clarify things in a 
story. Students will find a footing with something they understand, and then branch off through the site to try to understand something else, sharing with others all 
the while. Active, verbal, visual, intuitive, and sequential learners all seem to thrive in this exercise.

Improve Tool 1

Find more online museums like this one.

Description Tool 2

I let students hear a podcast from Escape Pod, a science fiction podcast magazine. It is called â€œEP Review: Beowulf, Grendel, and Beowulf, and it is a modern 
review of the new movie as well as a rave review of the original story. The students love to he

Rational Tool 2

Thereâ€™s nothing like comparing something from the past with something current and students need to know that teachers are not the only ones interested in the 
material discussed in class. The audio presentation reaches learners in a new way while they vi

Improve Tool 2

I am always amazed at the new energy this simple tool brings.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

In order to improve the students ability to distill a primary purpose into a single compelling statement or thesis, we brainstormed a list of "why" questions for the 
assigned causal paper. Each student wrote for several minutes non-stop. Then we went around the room several times with each student reading one of their "why" 
questions. After each response, we did "think, pair, share", asking first whether the "why" would be too narrow or too broad for a topic, and if either, how to "distill" 

Rational Tool 1

The majority of the students in class are moderately visual learners with slightly active and slightly sequential tendencies tied for second. Therefore, the activities I 
chose addressed these learning styles.

Improve Tool 1

This worked very well, as students had the chance to discuss how to begin to narrow a general idea into a purpose ad then into a workable thesis.

Description Tool 2

Students highlighted the first few words of each sentence in a rough draft of their essay. They were asked to notice the patterns such as an abundance of sentences 
starting with "the", or most sentences following the subject/verb pattern. Students shared 

Rational Tool 2

The majority of the students in class are moderately visual learners with slightly active and slightly sequential tendencies tied for second. Therefore, the activities I 
chose addressed these learning styles.

Improve Tool 2

This strategy worked well as students don't see/hear the rut they get into with repetetive patterns in their writing. By having a visual with the highlighted sentences 
and reading aloud to their peers, they were better able to revise their work.
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Department

Art

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Showing parts of the PBS sponsored DVD series, ART: 21 Season One, Two, and Three. I showed several films featuring well known contemporary artists working in 
their studios and discussing their motivations and methods for making their particular art form.

Rational Tool 1

To introduce the students to contemporary art during their study of older periods in art, with the goal of allowing art history to come alive and relate to todays 
world. During the film, students answer questions such as what is the artist's motivation or inspiration for making their art.

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to show films on contemporary art and artists at even more regular intervals during the semester. The ART: 21 films spark interest and curiosity in the 
students and insure that that they realize that contemporary art is the living and inte

Description Tool 2

Specific short answer homework questions that encourage reading and form the basis for an interactive discussion of those questions in class. Students type 
questions and answers and turn them in.

Rational Tool 2

To encourage the students to read each chapter and to look for the answers to the questions in the reading material.

Improve Tool 2

I will require the students to type both the question and the answer to each question to help them retain the information from the chapter. Have students lead the 
discussions based on the questions in class.
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Department

Developmental Reading

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

For Vocabulary, I divided students into groups of 5, representing 5 different chapters on vocabulary. I had students either act out or draw on the board a vocabulary 
word from their assigned chapters.

Rational Tool 1

Reading does not often use visual or kinetic learning skills, and this gave students opportunity to use them.

Improve Tool 1

If I can allow the classroom time, I may try to assign groups and let them work on it one class and then do the presentation the next time. The reason for this is that 
the presentations were rushed to complete in one class time.

Description Tool 2

I used cartoons from the textbook's database for a lower-level class. When students were having difficulty in an area, I showed the cartoon.

Rational Tool 2

Visual learners understand the cartoons better than a textbook description.

Improve Tool 2

I may look for cartoons for all units.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students were asked to keep a timeline of important events along with major works of literature that we studied. Student could choose to make a paper copy or 
create a power point presentation.

Rational Tool 1

This activity helps the sequential learner. And it helps the students create a study guide for course exams.

Improve Tool 1

Students enjoyed the activity, so I will continue this assignment.

Description Tool 2

Students were assigned discussion board questions to respond to each otherâ€™s thoughts and ideas about the time period and literary selection.

Rational Tool 2

This assignment engages the active learner.

Improve Tool 2

The students felt free to express themselves in a discussion board format, and this helps contribute to the understanding of the material being covered.
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Department

Philosophy

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students were asked to summarize a section of the chapter.

Rational Tool 1

A majority of students tested as REF (reflective).

Improve Tool 1

I believe that it forced students who may have been distracted to attend more closely to the material.

Description Tool 2

I did a jigsaw exercise, in which students were divided into groups and each asked to carefully study a particular concept. Afterwards, groups were mixed and 
students taught each other the concepts they had learned in their previous groups.

Rational Tool 2

Some students tested as VRB(verbal).

Improve Tool 2

This exercise requires everyone to be engaged. For that reason alone, it is a good exercise. And it is always helpful to have students talk about the material.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Used PowerPoint slide shows to introduce each literary period. Made sure to incorporate visual images along with limitd verbiage.

Rational Tool 1

Majority of students are visual learners

Improve Tool 1

Consider adding PowerPoint slide shows for specific texts and/or authors

Description Tool 2

Used film to demonstrate plays we have seen.

Rational Tool 2

Students are largely visual learners

Improve Tool 2

Try to put together some clips of various versions of same film - for comparison/contrast.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Used film to enhance texts being taught.

Rational Tool 1

Have a large percentage of visual learners.

Improve Tool 1

Seek better films.

Description Tool 2

Used PowerPoint slide shows to introduce concepts regarding writing about literature.

Rational Tool 2

Most students are visual learners.

Improve Tool 2

Create more PowerPoint slide shows - perhaps even assign students to create them.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Research & Persuasive writing assignment

Rational Tool 1

There were many active learners in the class. This allowed the students to go into the lab and actively look-up information. Then they manipulated the information 
into a persuasive agrument essay using 1 quote and citation from each of 3 sources.

Improve Tool 1

I will outline the assignment more formally. This semester I gave a list of topics and explained the assignment verbally. The outline will help the visual and reflective 
learners. It will also ensure a smoother explanation.

Description Tool 2

Proof reading assinment: Students were given a paragraph that needed to be corrected, grammatically.

Rational Tool 2

Many students do well on tests that ask them to recall rules and place punctuation in incorrect sentences. However, when they proofread their own work, they 
often fail to see the mistakes. In this assignment, they were forced to look at a paragraph that w

Improve Tool 2

More of these. Some we will do as a class, some in groups, others on quizzes and tests.
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Department

Developmental Reading

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Tone Charades: When learning about author's tone, I gave out scenarios that would cause a distinctive tone to be used. Working in groups, the students would have 
to guess the "author's tone" by hearing their partner act it out.

Rational Tool 1

It incorporates group interaction, and role play for learning.

Improve Tool 1

Use pictures with the scenarios to reach visual learners as well.

Description Tool 2

What's the Point?: When learning about author's purpose, we used magazine articles and ads to find examples of persuasive, entertaining, and informative.

Rational Tool 2

Hands-on, real-life application of skills.

Improve Tool 2

Reverse the process by finding the articles first then having the students name the purpose.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

In discussion boards assignments, students were asked to discuss the elements of fiction and poetry.

Rational Tool 1

The global learner benefited from this assignment because he could look at how these elements (structure, character, setting etc) contribute to the overall make up 
of the piece of literature.

Improve Tool 1

The students felt free to express themselves in a discussion board format, and this helped contribute to the understanding of the various works and elements. I will 
continue to use this tool.

Description Tool 2

Selections of poetry are read aloud by the instructor, and students are asked to read poetry within a small group setting.

Rational Tool 2

This assignment is intended for the auditory and active learner and those student that might not participate in a larger group setting

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this tool in teaching poetry because the students feel they have a better understanding of the poem once they hear it.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Prewriting and Class Discussion: The students completed a prewriting activity that allowed them to make a "flow" chart of their ideas for an essay. Then, they took 
turns putting the charts on the board. Finally, the entire class engaged in a discussion about which ideas seemed the most likely to work for the essay.

Rational Tool 1

This activity was meant to engage the sequential learners with the chart. It also addressed the active learners by letting them put their work on the board. Finally, 
verbal learners got a chance to explain their ideas and receive verbal feedback from myself and the class.

Improve Tool 1

Next time, I think I will incorporate this idea with all of the essays in the prewriting stage. It was effective in getting the students to consider the writing process.

Description Tool 2

Rough Draft Workshop - Student Interviews: For this activity, students were placed in groups of three - four. They read and gave written comments on the rough 
drafts of each member in the group. Then, guided by questions that I provided, the students enga

Rational Tool 2

This activity addressed both the verbal and referential learners.

Improve Tool 2

Next time, I think I will have each student complete a form or take notes while the group is speaking so that there is a written record of improvements that were 
discussed. Some students did this, and it helped.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Dialectical Notetaking --> This is a strategy that I picked up years ago. Essentially, these are the steps. First, number the paragraphs of an article or a chapter from a 
book. Next, read the article. Next, re-read one paragraph at a time, summarizing each paragraph on a sheet of paper as you go. Next, once all paragraphs have been 
summarized, engage in a "dialogue" with the summaries: Write out questions for furthuer exploration, note ignorance on certain issues to rememdy with additional 

Rational Tool 1

This is a tool that helps people to go beyond the merely cursory perusal of a text.

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to use this strategy, perhaps making it a more formal assignment, rather than as an in-class activity.

Description Tool 2

Summarize the events of "Hamlet" that occurred before beginning of the play.

Rational Tool 2

Shakespeare's plays can be daunting to those unfamiliar with them, so this strategy can help to ameliorate potential confustion.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this strategy, perhaps making it a more formal assignment, rather than as an in-class activity. Also, I'll do it with "Oedipus the King" and 
"Everyman", two other plays covered in my version of this class.
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Department

Philosophy

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I used Power Point more, including a picture to explain a difficult philosophical concept (middle knowledge)

Rational Tool 1

A majority of students tested as VIS (visual)

Improve Tool 1

Yes, it seemed to help understanding

Description Tool 2

Students were asked to summarize a section of a chapter in class.

Rational Tool 2

A majority of students tested as REF

Improve Tool 2

Yes, I think students who may be distracted would benefit from having to reflect on the day's material more closely
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Students were asked to walk around their community to identify Greek and Roman columns. They were asked in during the next class period to write about the 
experience and discuss specific locations.

Rational Tool 1

This activity was geared to the active and visual learner.

Improve Tool 1

I received an enthusiastic response from the students about the activity, so I will definitely continue to assign it.

Description Tool 2

Use power point slides with music and art to supplement the materials students read in the textbook.

Rational Tool 2

This activity helps the visual learner which seems to be the majority of the class.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this tool for class instruction and then post the power point slides in elearn so the students can use them as a study guide for the course exams.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Dialectical Notetaking --> This is a strategy that I picked up years ago. Essentially, these are the steps. First, number the paragraphs of an article or a chapter from a 
book. Next, read the article. Next, re-read one paragraph at a time, summarizing each paragraph on a sheet of paper as you go. Next, once all paragraphs have been 
summarized, engage in a "dialogue" with the summaries: Write out questions for furthuer exploration, note ignorance on certain issues to rememdy with additional 

Rational Tool 1

This is a tool that helps people to go beyond the merely cursory perusal of a text.

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to use this strategy, and perhaps make it a more formal assignment, rather than as an in-class activity.

Description Tool 2

Go through model essays slowly, paragraph by paragraph.

Rational Tool 2

To allow students to actively engage with a good example of academic writing.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this strategy, and perhaps make it a more formal assignment, rather than as an in-class activity.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

For these classes, I used digital photographs to help students get ready for their research paper, an advertisement analysis. I chose pictures featuring different hues 
that indicated various color â€œmessagesâ€� (such as blue often has a calming effect, for instance). Students were divided into pairs and assigned a photo to 
analyze.

Rational Tool 1

I chose this assignment because it was good preparation for the advertisement analysis. This activity was also designed to cater to the visual and active learners in 
class.

Improve Tool 1

If I had to make a change to the assignment, I would allot more time to the activity (perhaps two class sessions), as the one-hour class was rushed toward the end of 
the session.

Description Tool 2

My second QEP activity was also designed to help students with their advertisement analyses. Because pupils were required to indicate two fallacies present in their 
chosen print ad, I picked several television commercials featuring various fallacies. Stud

Rational Tool 2

This project was likewise geared toward preparing students for students for the advertisement analysis. The activity particulary emphasized active and visual 
learning (which was popular in these classes).

Improve Tool 2

I would like to replace some older commercials with more contemporary examples, as students would probably have more to say about promotions with which they 
are already familiar.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

My first QEP activity for these Composition II courses related to our poetry studies. Instead of relying on just a verbal explanation of Shakespearean sonnets, I also 
showed students PowerPoint slides mapping out the Bardâ€™s distinct sonnet structure.

Rational Tool 1

The PowerPoint presentation was geared toward the visual learners in the class.

Improve Tool 1

I need to adjust the background of some slides so the font will show up more clearly during the presentation. (I found the current background overpowered some of 
the text in the slides.)

Description Tool 2

While we were studying poetry, I also placed students into groups and assigned them specific poetry stanzas. Each group then had to share their interpretation of 
each stanza with the entire class.

Rational Tool 2

This activity was geared toward the active learners in class.

Improve Tool 2

I should write or type out the assignment directions and place them on the board instead of merely verbalizing the directions. I found that I had to repeat the 
guidelines for the analysis itself, along with explanations regarding how the groups should sha
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Throughout this Western World Literature II course, I used various video clips to supplement multiple class readings. For example, snippets from several versions of 
the play _The Cherry Orchard_ were used to show students how variously directors have interpreted characters from the original text we read in class.

Rational Tool 1

This activity was particularly geared toward the visual learners in class.

Improve Tool 1

We viewed several film adaptations of Enlightenment works and Realistic texts, but I still need to locate more audio-visual supplements for the Romantic and 
Modern literature we covered in class. These additions would cover all literary periods discussed 

Description Tool 2

For my second QEP activity, I asked students to divide into pairs, and I assigned each pair a set of questions relating to a text. Students not only had to analyze the 
general elements of a work (such as theme, characters, etc.), but they also had to loca

Rational Tool 2

This activity was particularly geared toward the active learners in class.

Improve Tool 2

Instead of asking students simply to discuss their findings with the rest of the class, I think it would be beneficial if pupils used the dry erase board to record their 
answers. This method would offer students a fast way to record specific information d
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I discussed the writing process in a visual way--outlining the steps. As an added visual interest, I color-coded the sections of the outline. I began with how to develop 
ideas and moved through the steps to proofreading. I made sure to clearly discuss what a thesis statement is and how to create an outline.

Rational Tool 1

Visual was the largest portion of my class. Additionally, a good portion of students may not realize there is more than one step (actually writing the essay) to writing.

Improve Tool 1

As my extended campus will be getting smart classrooms, I plan on discussing the writing process in a visual way by using a program such as www.spicynodes.com. 
It's very interactive, with lots of choices for design and sound, which creates interest.

Description Tool 2

The students were broken into small groups to discuss a previously assigned reading and then informally present it to the class. The groups were to discuss the essay 
first by paraphrasing the main and supporting ideas, as well as interesting information. 

Rational Tool 2

Active learners commanded the second top spot. The students were able to engage one another in small groups to discuss examples of each essay as it was assigned 
(examples of proposals when writing the proposal, for instance). This provided multiple exampl

Improve Tool 2

I plan to work on more interesting reading material, and I think our new 1010 text will be a great tool for this. For this semester, I integrated Swift's "A Modest 
Proposal" and an exerpt from Shelley's "Frankenstein" as examples of modes of writing (prop
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Department

Developmental Writing

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

The students draw a bottle; they then write prepositions that show relationships with the bottle, such as: above, in, and through. This offers them prepositions in 
relation to the bottle.

Rational Tool 1

DSPW0700 students need to be empowered at sentence level to simplify sentences. Being able to locate prepositional phrases enables the student to make sense of 
sentences so that they can identify clauses. This activity addresses those students who learn better using their visual abilities.

Improve Tool 1

This activity works early on in the term. I will continue to use this activity.

Description Tool 2

Students periodically assess their commitment to the course.

Rational Tool 2

This activity addresses those students who learn better by using reflective strategies. They must consider their commitment to the course and to their college 
experience by applying a metric that makes sense to them.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this informal formative assessment in this course. Students should be made aware of commitment and how it improves their academic 
performance.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

This prewriting activity addresses reflective learning styles. Avoiding choosing arbitrary essay topics, I assign a general topic such as The Beat Movement. The 
students, working in small groups, communicate using texting and emailing to analyze and research the topic. This assignment becomes a graded group assignment, 
contributing to the final course grade.

Rational Tool 1

Students find value in prewriting extensively to locate an essay that may become individual reflection. I guide the arguments by posing questions such as: What can 
you learn from this cultural movement? and Should today's society apply ideals from this movement to better understand itself?

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to use this prewriting strategy, continuing to use new technology as it becomes available.

Description Tool 2

Another reflective activity is drawn from lines of poetry typically addressing concept such as change.

Rational Tool 2

This concept found in poetry can be applied to society, the college population or to individual students. A possible argument might be found such as: What can I 
learn from this poetry that would enable me to change my behavior to become a better college s

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to locate poetry that may prove valuable to individual students so that they find an outlet for examining themselves as students.
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Department

Developmental Writing

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

The students draw a bottle; they then write prepositions that show relationships with the bottle, such as: above, in, and through. This offers them prepositions in 
relation to the bottle.

Rational Tool 1

DSPW0700 students need to be empowered at sentence level to simplify sentences. Being able to locate prepositional phrases enables the student to make sense of 
sentences so that they can identify clauses. This activity addresses those students who learn better using their visual abilities.

Improve Tool 1

This activity works early on in the term. I will continue to use this activity.

Description Tool 2

Students periodically assess their commitment to the course.

Rational Tool 2

This activity addresses those students who learn better by using reflective strategies. They must consider their commitment to the course and to their college 
experience by applying a metric that makes sense to them.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use this informal formative assessment in this course. Students should be made aware of commitment and how it improves their academic 
performance.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

This prewriting activity addresses critical reading, critical writing, and critical listening skills. The assignment is supplemental, outside the realm of the literature 
anthology. Each student examines one song from the American Songbook. This activity examines the lyrics of Johnny Mercer.

Rational Tool 1

This activity poses an overarching question: Should popular songs be considered literature? The activity addresses reflective learning styles. Critical analysis includes 
listening skills since these songs can be accessed on electronic venues such as YouTube.

Improve Tool 1

In the future, I will use this activity early in the term. The question of the validity of popular products of culture and their literary assessment should be considered 
throughout the term. The students will learn that they can evaluate texts and their v

Description Tool 2

This reflective activity addresses poetry found on YouTube. The students find poets reading their own poetry, giving the students better insight into how poetry 
should be read.

Rational Tool 2

The students find that poetry can be readily accessed and appreciated, enhancing their understanding of it and decreasing this fear of poetry as essay topics.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use tools such as YouTube. Electronic tools enable students to use their visual and listening abilities to inform their essay writing.
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Department

Developmental Writing

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

I use copies of advertisements to address visual learning styles. The students form small groups and analyze the ad and its argument, then share their findings with 
the large group.

Rational Tool 1

Students need to be aware that arguments are all around them and that they need to effectively analyze these arguments using rhetorical tools.

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to use ads in this class. I will ask the students to locate ads on their own.

Description Tool 2

I distribute various essays to small groups of students. Each group analyzes the essay determining various rhetorical aspects such as subject, purpose, audience, tone 
and unity.

Rational Tool 2

This activity addresses those students who learn through reflection.

Improve Tool 2

I will ask students to locate essays on their own for examination in the classroom. They will be become aware of essays and their purpose.
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Department

English

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2010

Description Tool 1

Issue Collage: Students take an issue that we are discussing for argumentative papers and locate the following: 2 sources of information about the topic, at least 2 
different professional articles which present different viewpoints on the issue, at least 2 blog postings responding to the issue, and at least two articles addressing 
ideas related to the issue. Students present these to the class.

Rational Tool 1

Sensing Learners enjoy classes whose content connects to the real world. This assignment allows those students to dig around in current media outlets to become 
knowledgeable about the issues we are discussing in class. It shows them how "plugged in" the class is to the real world. In addition, it allows them to practice 
research skills, including evaluation of sources and use of those source in a responsible manner.

Improve Tool 1

Presenting the ideas took quite a bit of class time. Instead of requiring all students to present, I might break them into groups and let one person in each group 
present who feels that he or she has uncovered some interesting material.

Description Tool 2

My other teaching tool is for another class (ENGL 2110). I will enter it separately.

Rational Tool 2

See other class.

Improve Tool 2

See other class.
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Description Tool 1

Students choose a writer or character whom we have studied this semester and create a Facebook or MySpace page for that writer/character, using the author's 
writing style or the character's personality traits. Students then share their pages with the class,and their writer/character can become â€œfriendsâ€� with the 
others' writers/characters.

Rational Tool 1

Active and Visual Learners already are very proficient in social communication such as Facebook and MySpace. They see these sites as entertainment, not work. 
Therefore, they can dig pretty deeply into the characteristics of these writers/characters without it feeling like an "assignment." Students really enjoy sharing, and 
because they know they are going to share, they produce quality work.

Improve Tool 1

I will assign this earlier on in the semester so that students can work longer on the pages.

Description Tool 2

Reported for another class (ENGL 1010-001).

Rational Tool 2

See other class.

Improve Tool 2

See other class.
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